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main effects (page 237). If two continuous va ria bles are strongly corre
la ted with each other, they may both show as non-significant even when 
each has a clear linear rela tionship to the response. This is because the 
effect o f each is measured after adjust ing for the other. SS should not be 
adjusted for higher-order interactions between their fixed effects. 

The statistics package returns an F-test denominator of zero, or zero error 

d.f. Erase from the input model the last-entered (and highest-order) term, 
which then becomes the residual error term (see pages 57 a nd 258). 

The statistics package returns an inexact F-test. The design permits only 
a quasi F-ratio, although post hoc pooling may present a viable alter
native (see page 40 a nd foo tnotes to tables of the model structures). 

The statistics package calculates the F-ratio for some random factors 

using a different denominator to that prescribed in this book. It may be using 

an unrestricted mixed model (see page 242 and footnotes to tables of the 
model structures). 

In a design with many crossed factors, is there a problem with getting 

multiple P-values in the ANO VA table of results? Multiple ?-values are not 
a problem when they are generated by an ANOV A that has partitioned 

sources of variation in the response, because each tests a different null 
hypothesis. This is true a lso of a priori contrasts, but unplanned post hoc 

tests must account for an infla ted Type J error that results from multiple 
tests o f the same null hypo thesis (page 245). 

My ANOVA on three samples is not sign(ficant, but when I do a t test on 

each pair of samples, one of them does give a significant result. All that the 

multiple tests have given you is an excessive Type I error rate. See the 
section on evaluating a lternative designs (page 250, and particula rly point 
5 on page 252). Consider use of post hoc tests designed to account for the 

inflated error (page 245). 
There are few error degrees of freedo1n for one or more F-ratios. Inves

tiga te options for post hoc pooling (see page 38 and footnotes to tables of 
the model structures). If pooling is not possible then reflect on the need to 
plan the analysis before collecting the data (see the example on page 51 ). 

Glossary 

Adjusted sums of squa res Adjustment to the sum of squa res used in general 
linear models (GLM) to account for designs without orthogona lity. A Type 
II adjustment to the SS of a term involves adjusting for a ll o ther terms in the 
model tha t do not contain the term in question. A Type III adjustment 
involves adjusting for all o ther terms in the model, including those 
containing the term in question. Only T ype II SS are suitable for models 
wi th fixed cross factors, and only T ype III SS a re suitable fo r models with 
random cross factors. 

Analysis of covari ance (ANCOVA) Analysis of variance on a model 
containing one or more covariates, usua lly in addition to one or more 
categorical factors. Each covaria te X is tested fo r a linear trend with the 
continuous response Y. 

Analysis of variance (A NOV A) An analysis of the relative cont ributions of 
expla ined and unexplained sources of variance in a continuous respo nse 
va riable. In this book, we use the term 'A NOVA' in its broad sense to 
include explanatory fac tors that vary on continuous as well as categorical 
scales, with a focus o n ba lanced designs. Parametric ANOVA and GLM 
parti tion the total varia nce in the response by measuring sums of squared 
deviations from modelled values. Significant effects a re tested wi th the F 
sta tis tic, which assumes a norma l distribution of the residual error, 
homogeneous va riances and random sampling of independent replica tes. 

A priori tests Tests that are integral to the original hypothesis. 
Assumptions These are the necessary preconditions for fitting a given type of 

model to data. No form of genera lisation from particula r data is possible 
witho ut assumptions. They provide the context fo r, and the means of 
evaluating, scientific statements purporting to t ruly explain reality. As with 
any statistical test , ANOV A assumes unbiased sampling from the population 
of in terest. Its other assumptions concern the error va riation aga inst which 
effects a re tested by the ANOVA model. U nderlying assumptions should be 
tested where possible, and otherwise acknowledged as not testable fo r a given 
reason of design or data deficiency . 
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Balance A balanced design has the same number of replicate observations in 
each sample. Ba lance is a desirable a ttribute particularly of cross-factored 
models. where loss of balance generall y ( though no t inevitably) leads lo loss 
o f orthogonality. The consequent compl ica tions lo the partitioning of 
sources of va riance in the response arc accommodated by general linear 
models. 

Block A level of a random factor designated to sample unmeasured va ria tion in 
the environment. 

Blocking factor A random factor designa ted 10 sample unmeasured va riation 
in the environment. 

Categorical factor A factor with levels tha t are classified by categories (e.g., 
factor Sex with levels male and female). A factor may vary on a continuous 
scale (e.g., di stance in km, or time in ho urs) but still be treated as ca tegorica l 
if it is measured a t fixed interva ls (e.g .. before and after a place o r event). 

Control A trea tment level used 10 fac tor out extraneous va riation by 
mimicking the test procedure in a ll respects other than the manipula tio n 
of interest. For example, a liquid fertilise r applied to a crop needs to be tested 
aga inst a control of an equal quant ity of liquid wi tho ut the fertiliser 
ingredients. Failure 10 do so can result in a false positive induced by the 
ca rrier medium alone. 

Correlation A ny co-variation of continuous factors with each other or wi th a 
continuous respo nse. Correlation between explanatory facto rs is a form o f 
non-orthogonality. 

Covaria te A fac tor X tha t varies a t least on an ordinal sca le, and usually on a 
con tinuo us scale (such as time. distance. etc.) and is therefore a cova riate of 
the response Y. A nalysis of covariance assumes that the response has a linear 
relatio n to the covaria te, a nd transformations o f response or covaria te may 
be necessa ry to achieve this prior 10 analysis. 

Crossed factor One fac tor is crossed with another when each of its levels is 
tested in each level of the othe r facto r. For example. watering regime is 
crossed with sowing density if the response to the wet regime is tested at both 
high and low sowing density. and so is the response 10 the dry regime 
(assuming bo th factors have j ust two levels). 

Da ta The measurements of the response a t given levels o f factors of interest. 
Degrees of freedom (d.f.) The number of independent pieces o f information 

req uired to measure the component of variation. subtracted from the tota l 
num ber of pieces contributing to that va ria tion. Analysis o f variance a lways 
has two sets of d.f.: the fi rst informs on the number of test samples and the 
second informs on the amount of replica tio n availa ble fo r testing the effect. 
For example. a result F2. 12 = 3.98. P < 0.05 indica tes a significant effect with 
three levels a lloca ted between 15 sampling units . 

Effect A term in the statistica l model accoun ting fo r one of severa l independent 
sources of variance in the response. For example the cross-facto red model 
Y = BIA + E has two main effects (A a nd B) and one interac tion effect (B* A). 

Effect size The magnitude of an effect, measured in terms of devia tions 
of sample means from the grand mean (fixed factor). o r the steepness of 
the regression slope from ho rizonta l (cova ria te), o r the magnitude of 
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between-sample variance (random factor). The significance of an effect 
depends upon a combination of its size. the amount o f background varia tion 
and the sample size. An effect of small magni tude can thus be st rongly 
significan t if it is sampled wi th li11le residual variation from many repl icates. 
Conversely, an apparently la rge effect may have no significa nce if it is 
sampled wi th large residual varia tion or fro m few replicates. 

Error va riance The random va riation in the respo nse aga inst which an effect is 
tested . containing a ll o f the same components of varia tion estima ted in the 
population except fo r the test effect. The va lidity of ANOVA depends o n 
three assumptions about the error variance: (i) that the ra ndom va riat io n 
around filled values is the same for a ll sample means of a factor. o r across 
the range of a covariate; (ii) that the residuals contributing to this va riation 
arc free to vary independently of each other; ( ii i) that the resid ua l va riatio n 
approximates to a no rmal distribut ion. 

Experiment A manipulative study involving the a pplica tion of one o r more 
t rea tments under controlled conditions. Where possible, treatment levels are 
randomly assigned to sampling units. and effects compared against a control. 

Factor A source of variance in the response. A ca tegorical factor is measured in 
ca tegorical levels. whereas a covariate fac tor is measured on a scale of 
contin uous (or sometimes ordinal) va riatio n. A model might be construc ted 
to test the influence of a fac tor as the sole explana tion (Y = A + i;) o r as one 
of many factors va riously crossed wi th each other or nested wi thin each 
o ther. 

Factori a l model A model contain ing crossed facto rs in which every level of 
each factor is tested in combination wi th every level of the other factors. 
Fu lly replicated factor ial designs test whether the effect of one factor is 
modera ted by interaction with a nother. 

False negative The result of making a Type II error by accept ing a false null 
hypothesis. This type of error can incur severe consequences for sampling 
units, such as patients being screened for a disease or rivers being screened for 
a pollutant. The Type II error rate P can be minimised by using a design with 
sufficient replication 10 ensure high power for disti nguishing true effects. 

Fa lse positive The result of making a Type I error by rejecting a true null 
hypothesis. Tests that are deemed significant if P < 0.05 must sanctio n a false 
positive a risi ng once in every 20 runs on average. This causes problems 
particularly in studies that apply the same test 10 a large num ber of da tasets 10 

screen for a phenomenon with low incidence in the population. A positive 
identification is more likely false than true if incidence < a. the Type I error 
rate. 

Filled values The va lues o f the response predicted by the model for each da ta 
point. Filled va lues a re the sample means fo r ca tegorical fac tors, or poin ts 
on a regression line fo r a covariate. 

Fixed factor A fac to r with levels that a re fixed by the design a nd could be 
repea ted witho ut error in a no ther investigation . T he factor has a significa nt 
effect if sample means differ by considerably more than the background 
va ria tion, or for a covariate, if the variation of the regression line from 
horizontal greatly exceeds the va riatio n of data po in ts from the line. 
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F statistic The test statistic used in ANOYA and G LM , named in honour of 
R. A. Fisher. who first described the di stri bution and developed the method 
of analysis of variance in the 1920s. The continuous F distribu tio n for a given 
set of test and error dJ. is used to determine the probability or obtaining at 
least as large a va lue or the observed ratio of explained to unexplained 
va riation. given a true null hypothesis. T he associated ? -va lue reports the 
significance or the test effect on the response. 

Fully replicated design A design with replica te sampling units at each factor 
level. or for designs with more than one factor. each combination or fac tor 
levels. Such designs have residual variation given by these nested random 
sampling units. which permits the A NOYA to test all sources or variance in 
the response. A design wi thout full replication has the random sampling unit 
cross-factored with other terms. contributing to the variance in the response 
having one or more untestable sources. 

General linear model (GLM) Generic term for parametric analyses of variance 
that can accommodate combinatio ns or factors and covariates. and 
unbalanced and non-orthogonal designs. GLMs generally use an 
unrestricted model for a na lysing combina tions or fixed and random factors. 

Generalised linear model (G LI M) Generic term for analyses or variance tha t 
can accommodate combinations or factors and covaria tes. a nd can permit 
the residuals to follow any distribu tion from the exponential family, which 
includes Gaussian. Poisson. binomial and gamma distri butions. Components 
or variation are parti tioned using maximum likelihood rather than sums or 

sq uares. 
H ypothesis test An analysis or data to test for pattern against the null 

hypothesis H0 : no patte rn. A nalysis or variance subjec ts a dataset to one or 
more test hypotheses, described by a model. For example, a test of the model 
Y = B A+ E may reject or accept the null hypothesis of no effect or A on the 
response. Likewise, it rejects or accepts the null hypotheses of no B effect and 
or no interact ion effect. A decision to reject Ho is taken with some predefined 
probability a of making a Type I error by rejecting a true null hypothesis . A 
decision to accept Ho is taken with a probability p or making a Type II error 
by accepting a false null hypothesis. 

Independent replicates The power or any statistical test to detect an effect 
depends on the accumulation of independent pieces of informa tion. A NOYA 
assumes that replicate data points are independent or each other in the sense 
that the value of one data poin t at a given factor level has no influence on the 
value or another sampled a t the same level. The assumption is often violated 
by the presence or confounding fac tors. For instance, a sample of ten 
subjects will not provide ten independent pieces of informatio n about a 
response if it comprises five pairs of siblings. Independence can be restored 
by declari ng a factor Sibl ing, or by measuring just one individual at random 
of each pai r. Likewise, a response of leaf area to soil type is tested with 
replicates given by the number of independent plants not, by the number of 

leaves. 
In teraction An in teraction tests whether the effect of one factor on a response 

depends on the level of another factor. For example, students may respond 
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to differen t tutorial systems according to thei r age. indica ted by a significa nt 
interaction effect Age*System o n the response. If one factor is a covariate. 
the interact ion is illustrated by different regression slopes at each level or the 
ca tegorical factor. Two covaria tes show a significant interaction in a curved 
plane for their combined effect on the response. An interaction effect must 
always be interpreted before its constituent main effects. because its impact 
influences interpreta tion of the mai n effect. 

Linear model A model wi th li nea r (additive) combina tions of parameter 
constants describing effect sizes. Linear models can describe non-linear 
trends in covariates, for example by tra nsformation of the data or fitting a 
polynomial model. All the models in thi s book are linear. 

Main effect A main effect tests whether the effect or one factor on a response 
occurs irrespective of the level of another factor. For example, students may 
respond to different tutorial systems regardless of their age. Main effects 
must always be interpreted after interpreting any interactions. 

Marginality The fundamental principle of ANOYA that terms be tested in 
hierarchical order. This becomes an issue in non-orthogonal designs, where 
the va riance due to a n in teraction must be estimated after fac toring o ut the 
variance due to the terms contained within it. 

Mean The ari thmetic average va lue of the responses in a sample. The sample 
means provide the fitted va lues from which effect size is measured in analyses 
of ca tegorical factors. In covariate a nalysis. the linear regression pivots on 
the coordinate for the sample means of response a nd covariate: (x, Ji). 

Mean square (MS) The variance measured as va riation per degree of freedom. 
The F-ratio is the ratio of expla ined to unexplained MS, where the 
numerator is the MS expla ined by the model and the denominator is the 
error MS left unexplained by the model. 

Mensurative study A study that tests the effect of one or more factors on a 
response without controlled manipulation. 

Mixed model A model with random and fixed factors. 
Model The hypothesised effect(s) on a response, which can be tested with 

ANOYA for evidence of pattern in the da ta. An ANOYA model contains 
one or more terms. each having an effect on the response tha t is tested 
against unmeasured error or residual va riation. A model wi th a single factor 
(whether ca tegorica l or covariate) is written: Y =A + E. a nd the A NOVA 
tests the term A against the residual E. Models with mult iple factors require 
care with declaring all terms in a statistical package. For example, the cross
factored with nesting model: Y =Ci B'(A) + E is analysed by decla ring the 
terms: CIA+ C B(A). The two-factor ra ndomised-block model: Y + S' B A is 
a na lysed by declaring the terms: Si BIA - S* B* A for a Model I ana lysis, or 
the terms: S + B A for a Model 2 analysis. 

Model I In designs without full repl ication, an ANO YA model tha t assumes 
the presence or block-by-treatment interactions, even though the design has 
not allowed for their est imat ion. Randomised-block designs may be analysed 
by Model I or Model 2. Repeated-measures designs are generally analysed 
by Model I. 
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Model 2 In designs without ful l replication. an ANOVA model that assumes the 
absence of block-by-treatment interactions. even though the design has not 
allowed for any direct test of this assumption. Randomised-block designs may be 
ana lysed by Model I or 2. Split-plot designs arc generally analysed by Model 2. 

M ultiplc tests Multiple tests of the same hypothesis cause infla tion of the Type I 
error rate. The problem arises in data probing. involving a n unplanned search 
for any significant difTerenccs amongst a set of samples. For example. if 
replicate measures arc taken from two levels of a factor A and from three levels 
of a factor B. then a search for any difTcrences between the five samples might 
involve a total of ten independent r tests (A 1 versus A2, A 1 versus Bi. ... etc.). 
If each has a T ype I error rate of 0.05. then the ensemble of ten tests has a 
probability of I - 0.95 10 = 0.40 of mistakenly rejecting the null hypothesis of no 
single d ifTerence between any sample means. This unacceptably high rate is 
avoided onl y by using a statistical model that respects a planned design of data 
collection. A cross-factored ANOVA would part ition the total variance in the 
response into three testable sources: A , B. a nd B* A, each with their own ?

value testing a specific null hypothesis. 
Nested factor One fac tor is nested within another when each of it s levels a re 

tested in (or belong to) o nly one level of the other. For example a respo nse 
measured per leaf for a treatment fac tor applied across replicate trees must 
decla re the trees as a random factor nested in the treatment levels. The 
sam pling un it of Leaf is then correctly nested in Tree nested in Treatment. 

N uisance va riable Factors or covaria tes holding no interest in their own right , 
but requiring inclusio n in the model in order to factor out their co nt ributions 
to variat ion in the data. 

Null hypothesis (Ho) The statistically testable hypothesis of no pa llern in the 
da ta. T he null hypothesis is the proposal tha t not hing inte resting is 
happening. against which to test a model hypothesis of trend in a sample 
or differences between samples. If the test upholds the null hypothesis. then 
we conclude tha t the A NO VA model takes the form Y = s: otherwise we 
infe r a significa nt effect of a factor of interest o n the response. A null 
hypothesis must be o pen to falsification. For example. a null hypothesis of 
zero difference between samples is capable of fa lsifica tio n. A suitable 
ANOVA will evaluate the evidence for a difference and accept or reject the 
null hypothesis accordingly. In contrast. a null hypothesis of a difference 
between samples is not ca pable of falsification, because absence of evidence 
(for a difference) is not evidence of absence. 

Ordina ry least squares (OLS) A method of estimating the values of paramete rs 
in linea r models by minimising the sum of sq uared deviations of each 
observation of the response from the model estima te. In A NOVA, th is sum is 
known as the residual sum of squares. SSrcsidual· and it parti tions out the 
varia tion left unexplained by the model. 

Orthogona lity A cross-factored design is orthogonal if each of its factors are 
independent of each other. Two categorical c ross factors arc orthogonal by 
design if each level of o ne is measured at eve ry level of the o ther. Orthogonal 
designs pa rtitio n total variation in the response straightforwardly into 
testable components using sequential sums of squares for each effect in turn . 

~ 
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Although a balanced design generally (but no t inevitably) ensures 
orthogonality. this can be d ifficult to achieve in practice. especially with 
covariates. Two covariates a re only o rthogonal if they have a correla tion 
coefficien t of zero. Loss of orthogona lity can red uce o r enhance the power of 
a design to detect effects. and usually requires analysis with the aid of 
adj usted sums of squares calculated in a GLM. 

Parsimony The pri nciple of sam pling the minimum number of facto rs 
necessary to answer the question of in terest with a single model. Each 
additiona l c ross fac tor adds an extra dimension to the design and multiplies 
up the number of potential sources of va riatio n in the response. Fo r example 
the one-way model Y = A + s has one testable source (A): the two-factor 
model: Y = BIA + s has three testable sources (A + B + B* A): the three 
factor model Y =C B A + a has seven testable sources, and so on. Parsimony 
is not improved by igno ring any nuisance fac tors that contribute to varia tion 
in the da ta . These must be included in the analysis. 

Placebo A treatment used in medicina l trials to control for extra neous 
va ria tion by mimicking the test procedure in a ll respects o ther than the 
therapeutic benefit of interest. For exam ple. a drug trial for the effectiveness 
of a medicinal pi ll requires a trea tment with two levels: drug and placebo, 
whe re the placebo is a dummy pill of the same shape and colour as the drug 
pill except that it does not conta in the drug. The need for a contro l is well 
illustrated by the ·placebo e ffect" - the psychological boost to health that can 
be stimulated by an environment o f medical care. For this reason. the 
trea tment levels usua lly need to be allocated in a 'do uble blind· t rial. whereby 
neither doctor nor pa tient can distinguish drug from placebo. 

Polynomial predictor A polynomial equa tion describes a curvilinear 
relatio nshi p wi th one or mo re exponents. Po lynomials can be tested with 
linear models by declaring the covariate mo re than once. For example. the 
rela tio nship: y = a+ bx+ c.r2 is tested in G LM by requesting the polynomial 
predictor in the form: X X and taking sequential SS. 

Pooling The construction of an error term from more than o ne source of 
variance in the response. A priori pooling occurs in designs without full 
replication, where untes ta ble interactions wi th random factors a rc pooled 
into the residua l va riation. The ana lysis then proceeds o n the assum ption 
tha t the in teractions are either present (Model I) or absent (Model 2). 
Planned posr hoc pooling is applied to mixed models by pooling a non
significant e rror term with its own e rror term. The design is thereby 
influenced by the outcome of the ana lysis (in te rms o f whether or not a n 
error term is itself significant). Mo re generally. pooling can describe the 
process o f joining together samples, fo r exam ple in calcula ti ng a main effect 
MS by pooling across levels of a cross factor. 

Popula tion In a sta tis tical model for ana lysis of variance. the population is the 
theoretica l complete set of units from which we sample replicate independent 
and randomly selected measures fo r the purposes of testing treatment effects. 
Any ra ndom fac tor requires a clear definit ion of the populat ion it describes, 
so tha t a given sampling regime can be seen to fairly represent it. For 
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example. do the subjects for a treatment come from a particula r age, gender 
or ethnic group? 

Posr hoc tests Tests that are supplementary to the origina l hypothesis. 
Power The capacity of a statistical test to detect a n effect if it truly occurs. A 

test with high power has a low probability of mistakenly accepting a fa lse 
null hypothesis (i.e .. a low Type 11 error rate) . Power increases with more 
replication. provided it is applied at an appropriate scale. For example a 
respo nse measured per leaf for a treatment applied across replica te trees 
includes trees as a random factor nested in the trea tment levels. The power of 
the design depends on the number of replicate trees per treatment level, and 
not directly o n the number of replicate leaves per tree. 

Pscudoreplicatio n The result of replicates in a sample not being truly 
independent o f each o ther. which infla tes the Type I erro r rate. ANOVA 
models a re particularly prone to pseudoreplication if they omit to declare 
sources of nuisance varia tion in addition to the effects of interest. 

Random factor A factor with levels tha t sample at random from a defined 
population. A random factor wi ll be assumed to have a normal distribution 
of sample means. and homogeneous va riance of means. if it s MS is the error 
variance for estima ting other effects (e.g .. in nested designs). The random 
fac to r has a significant effect if the variance among its levels is considerably 
greater than zero. 

Random sampling Replicate measures of a response to a given factor level 
must be taken at random if they a re to represen t the population that is being 
sampled. As with a ny stat istical test, ANOYA assumes random sampl ing. 
T his assumption is viola ted for instance if a test for a gender effect of body 
weigh t samples heavier males and lighter females. 

Randomised-blocks A design containing a random blocking factor, c rossed 
with other fac tor(s) that have a randomised order of levels within each block. 

Regression Analysis of a covariate. or multi ple covariates in the case of multiple 
regression. In this book we refer to such analyses as a na lyses of covariance, 
regardless of whether or not the model also includes categorical factors. 

Repeated-measures A design containing a random fac to r (usua lly Subject) 
crossed with o ne or more treatments having levels tha t are applied in a fixed 
sequence (usually temporal). For example, the performance of subjects may be 
tested before and after imbibing a t reatment d rink with two levels: tonic and 
control. The repeated-measures factor is Time with two levels: before and 
after. The design has no degrees of freedom for testing residual va ri ation. 

Repeated-measures fac tor A factor (usua lly temporal) with a fixed sequence of 
levels that a re crossed with a random factor (usually Subject). 

Replicates Randomly selected and independent measurements of the response 
that together make up a sample of the population of interest. 

Replication A model is fully replica ted if it has true residual va riation. given by 
a nesting of sampling units in samples. Full replica tion requ ires taking more 
than one independen t, randomly selected measurement of the response at 
each level of each categorical factor. or a t each combination of levels of 
crossed factors. The true residual va ri ation a llows estima tion of all the 
explained components of varia tion. 
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Residual variation All ANOVA models have residual varia tion defined by the 
variation amongst sampling unit s within each sample. T his is always given by 
the last mean square in ANOYA ta bles, and denoted ·i:· (epsi lon) in the 
descriptions of fu lly replicated models. Models witho ut fu ll replication may 
have no degrees of freedom for measuring residual variation (e.g .. 
ra ndomised-block. spli t-plot and repea ted-measures models). 

Response The cont inuous variable on which data are collected to test for 
sources of va ri ance. The response is the variable Y o n the left of the equals 
sign in the model equa tion: Y = A + i:. etc. 

Restricted model A mixed model (i.e .. with ra ndom and fixed factors) is te rmed 
restricted if a random factor is not a llowed to have fixed cross factors 
amongst its components of va riation estimated in the population. This 
restriction influences the choice of error MS for ra ndom effects. The 
ANOYA tables in this book a re a ll constructed with the restricted model. 

Sample A group of replicate measures of the response taken at the same level of 
a categorical factor (or combination of fac tor levels if severa l categorica l 
fac tors are present), or across a range of va lues of a covariate. 

Sampling unit The basic unit from which is recorded a single measure or 
observation of the response. 

Significance The strength of evidence fo r an effect, measured by a ?-va lue 
associated with the F-ratio from analysis of variance. A sign ificant effect has 
a small ? -value indicating a small chance of making a Type I error. For 
example. P < 0.05 means a less than 5% cha nce of mistaken ly rejecting a true 
null hypothesis. For many tests this would be considered a reasonable level 
of safety fo r rejecting the null hypothesis of no effect. in favour of the model 
hypothesis of a significa nt effect on the respo nse. The significance of an effect 
is not d irec tly informative about the size of the effect. Thus an effect may be 
sta tistically highly sign ificant as a result of low residual va riation, yet have 
little biological significance as a result of a small effect size in terms of the 
amount of variation between sample means or the slope of a regression. A 
no n-significant effect should be interpreted with reference to the Type II 
error rate. which depends o n the power of the test to detect significant effects. 

Spli t-plot A design with two o r more treatment factors. and the levels of one 
factor applied at a different scale to those of another. For example, whole 
blocks migh t be alloca ted to wet or dry wa tering regime. and plots within 
blocks a llocated to dense or sparse sowing density. 

Sum o f squares (SS) The sum of squared deviations of each independent piece of 
informa tion from its modelled value. Analysis of variance partitions the total 
va riation in the response into explained and unexpla ined sums of squares. 

Test hypothesis H 1 The hypothesis describing the statistical model to be tested 
by analysis of variance. The hypothesis H 1 may have several partitions (e.g., 
A + B + B* A). which describe putative pattern in the data. The evidence for 
pattern is tested against the null hypothesis Ho of no pattern . 

Transformatio n A re-scaling procedure applied systematica lly to the response 
and/o r covaria tes with the purpose of meeting the assumptions of the 
ana lysis. For example, measurements of volume and length might be log
transformed to linearise the relationship between them. 
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Treatment A factor with levels that arc applied in a manipulative experiment. 
More loosely. a fac to r of interest (as opposed to a nuisance variable). 

Type I error The mista ke of rejecting a true null hypothesis. A maximum 
acceptable T ype I error rate sho uld be set a prio ri; in the biological sciences it 
is often ta ken to be rJ. = 0.05. An effect is then considered signi ficant if it 
returns a P < 0.05. The T ype I error is particularly susceptible to inflation in 
mul tiple tests of the same hypothesis. It is an unavoidable cause of false 
positives in screening programmes for rare phenomena. 

Type II error The mistake of accepting a false null hypothesis. An acceptable 
T ype 11 error should be set a prio ri ; in the biological sciences it is often taken 
to be P = 0.20. The power of a test is greater the smalle r is p. Models without 
fu ll replica tion are particularly susceptible to Type 11 error. as a result of not 
testi ng higher-order interactions. 

Unrestricted model A mixed model (i.e .. with random and fixed fac tors) is 
termed unrestricted if a random factor is a llowed to have fixed cross factors 
amongst its components of variation estimated in the population. This 
freedom influences the choice of error MS for random effects. T he 
unrestricted model is no t used in th is book to construct ANOYA tables, 
though differences arc noted in footnotes to the tables. It is genera lly used 
for unbalanced designs ana lysed with GLM. 

Variance The va riation in the data. measured as the average squa red devia tion 
of the data from the mean. Analysis of variance parti tio ns the to tal va riance 
into explained and unexplained components and estima tes these variances as 
mean squa res (MS). 

-=oi:"' 
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